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Abstract--The neutron scattering cross section which is the quantity directly measured in experiments is 
given by the absolute square of the scattering amplitude. For energies near a resonance, this yields three 
terms : potential, resonant and interference. In this paper, we deal with the interference neutron scattering 
cross section which is written in terms of a three-point correlation function. This function is calculated for 
the ideal gas and harmonic crystal models. For short collision times, the interference result for harmonic 
crystals is the same as the ideal gas but it has an effective temperature. This is the same effective temperature 
as was previously found for absorption and pure resonant processes. Therefore, the interference scattering 
cross section can be treated in the same way resonant scattering and absorption are treated using an ideal 
gas result with the usual effective temperature. 
INTRODUCTION 
Resonant  capture and scattering are important  processes for neutron interactions. Fo r  a single isolated 
resonance and for a free a tom at rest, the cross section was given by Breit and Wigner (1936). If  the atoms 
have a velocity distribution described by the Maxwel l -Bol tzmann law, the cross section is given by Bethe and 
Placzeck (1937). Lamb (1939) was the first to discuss and calculate the absorption line shape for an a tom 
bound in a crystal lattice. 
Elastic scattering is composed of  three terms : (a) a resonance term ; (b) an interference term ; and (c) a 
potential term. Potential scattering dominates at energies far from resonances, and resonant scattering domi- 
nates near a resonance peak. Since these scattering processes are coherent an additional interference term 
arises between these two limits. Van Hove (1954) introduced a two-point  correlation function related to 
potential scattering. Word and Trammel  (1981) showed that the cross section for the elastic scattering of  
neutrons at resonance from nuclei bound in a crystal is related to a four-point correlation function. 
Shamaoun and Summerfield (1990) calculated the resonant differential scattering cross section for harmonic 
crystals to examine the chemical binding effect for resonant scattering. Placzek and Van Hove (1955) have 
shown that interference scattering becomes negligible at large neutron energies but it must be included at very 
low neutron energies. In this paper we calculate the interference scattering cross section which can be written 
in terms of  a three-point correlation function. For  harmonic  crystals, we calculate that function to see the 
chemical binding effect on interference scattering. We show that, for harmonic crystals and short collision 
times, interference scattering can be treated using the ideal gas result with the usual effective temperature. 
GENERAL FORMULATION FOR NEUTRON SCATTERING 
The starting point  of  our  work is the formula given in two books by (Osborn and Yip, 1966 ; Lovescy and 
Springer, 1977) which give the differential scattering cross section for thermal neutrons : 
d , d "  d2tr \Eij(Ef~I/2 Im  2 -- ~ g(e~) 2~-~<flTli > 6(E~+e,--Er--er), (1) 
where E is the energy transfer : 
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h ~ ( / ~ -  K ~ ) 
= Er-- Ei 2m (2) 
E~ and Er are the initial and final neutron energies, respectively, ~i and er are the target energies and m is the 
neutron mass. The &function represents the conservation of energy, and the matrix ( f l  Tli) can be approxi- 
mated for resonant and potential scattering as : 
( f l T I )  = (f lVli)+ Y, ( f lVIj)( j lVl i )  
_ r ( j ) '  
J Ei--Eo+~i--ejq- i 
(3) 
where li), l J )  and I f )  are the initial, intermediate and final states, respectively (more detail is given by 
Shamaoun and Summerfield, 1990). Here the neutron level width is taken to be independent of the intermediate 
state. The validity of this has been shown by Kuwaifi et al. (1990). The matrix elements ( f l  glj) and (Jl Vii) 
are given by : 
(fl  VIi) = Mc(fl exp (-iRf" ilL) I J), (4) 
( j  I Vli) = M*~(j[ exp ( -  iKi"/~L) [i), (5) 
where Ki and Kf are the neutron's initial and final wave vectors, RL is the position of the Lth nucleus in the 
laboratory system and Mc and M* are the purely nuclear matrix elements. 
The square of the absolute value of the T-matrix in equation (3) gives : 
( f J V ] j ) ( j %  2+ 2Re~,(i[Vjf ) 
Kf]T]i)[2 = I(flVli)12 + Ei-Eo+e,-ej+i~ J 
Substituting equation (6) into (1) we get : 
(f[ VIj)(j[ Vii) 
F" 
Ei-- Eo + si--~j + i~ 
d2a~ ~ d2O'p d2o'n,n0 d 20"int, 




dedfl i,r,,Ei/ g(e'i) 2 g ~  [(f[V[i)[26(-E+q-eO' (8) 
• ~: Ei_Eo+~i_ej+i ~ 
d 20"int (EfX~ 1/2 ( m ) ' ~  ( f lVl j ) ( j lVl i )  
d ~ - ~ \ ~ ]  g(e~) ~ 2 R e ~ ( i l V l f )  ~ 6 ( - e + ~ - e r ) .  (10) 
/ Ei--Eo ff-,~i--I;j+i~ 
As we see, the elastic scattering cross section is composed of three factors the first term represents a potential 
scattering which gives the "hard sphere" contribution, and the second term represents the resonance elastic 
scattering due to the re-emission of the neutron. Since these scattering processes are coherent an interference 
term arises. This term represents the interference between the resonance and potential scattering. Shamaoun 
and Summerfield (1990) examined the chemical binding effect for resonant scattering for harmonic crystals. 
In the following we will rederive the interference differential scattering cross section for harmonic crystals. 
Recently Trammell (1984) suggested that this interference term can be used to obtain new information about 
structures and motions of condensed-matter systems. 
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DERIVATION OF INTERFERENCE CORRELATION FUNCTION 
Starting from equation (10) and using: 
1 I0°~ dt [ (  2F_) ~] F = i ~- exp i Er--Eo+er--ej+i 
Ei--Eo + ei--ej+ i~ 
6 ( - - E - 3 t - ~ i - - e r )  = ~ ~ ~ exp i - - E + e i - - S  . 
Similarly to (4) and (5), we can write <il VIf> as follows : 
<il Vlf> = M*< il exp (iAR. Rt) If>, 
where 
A R =  Kr-K~. 
Now substitute equations (4), (5) and (13) into equation (10) to get: 
d2ai"t - QRei ~ e x p  i AE+i-~ ~ ~ e x p  - i e  C, 
d~ dO 
where 





where R(t) and R(T) are the Heisenberg operators and <. . . )v denotes the thermal average. Substituting this 
into equation (15) we get: 
d2aint ~ dt 1- [ F'~ t ]  /'+oo dT 
d ' d f ~ = Q R e / d 0  | ~exPLi~AE+i2JhJJ-~ Y 
x exp (--i,Y~ <exp [iA/~" RL(T)] exp [--i/~r" J?L(t)] exp (i/~," I~L)>T.  ( 2 1 )  \ n/ 
AE = E r -  E0. 
Using the following equations : 
exp -T-ie, In) = exp T/HA In), ~ [n)(n[ = I, 
n 
for n = i, j or f, where H A is the Hamiltonian of the atomic system, equation (17) becomes : 
C = ~ g(ei) <il exp [iAg'- ~qL(T)] exp [ -- ig'f./~t(t)] exp (ig'~ • ~qD l i> 
i 





Q=-n 2n~ \E~J [Mcl21M*IE' (16) 
I ] [  :1 C=~g(e3~Glexp(iA~2"RDIf)(flexp(i~2r'RDIj)~jlexp(iR~'RDli)exp t(~f-ej)h exp l(e~-ef) , i,f j 
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Equat ion (21) gives the basic result for interference scattering from the Lth atom. It shows the interference 
scattering broadening is determined by a three-point  correlat ion function. For  an ideal gas the three-point  
correlat ion function can be written in the following form : 
1 _ - 2 {hAK2 hKi 'gr  hK~ "~-] 
C = exp - Z,V'Lp~7~" ° (Kr t - -AKT)  --i|~kZ,V,L T +  ~ t-- ~ t / / ,  (22) 
/ d  
where f l -  l is the temperature in (eV). 
INTERFERENCE SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS BY HARMONIC CRYSTALS 
In this model, the atoms are assumed to undergo harmonic  oscillations about  the equilibrium positions. 
The posit ion of  the Lth a tom in t h e j t h  unit  cell at any time is : 
RSL(t) = P j + ~ L +  fijL(t), (23) 
where the posit ion of  t h e j t h  unit  cell is: 
fij = j ffTal +j2cTa2 +j3d3, (24) 
where j~, J2 and J3 = 0, ~ l, + 2 . . . .  and dl are the basis vectors of  the lattice. ~£ is the equilibrium posit ion of  
the Lth atom, and fijL(t) is the displacement of  the Lth a tom from equilibrium (see Maradudin  et al., 1963). 
The atomic displacements are expressed as a superposit ion of  the normal-mode oscillations : 
( h ~  '/2 
fljL(t) = ~ \ 2 - - ~ L ~ ]  [e0~ aga exp (i~" fij-- icoat) +e~'~ exp (-- i~" fij+ icoat)], (25) 
where e~:a is the polar izat ion vector (2 is the vibrat ion branch for the wave vector q) ao and a + are the lowering 
and raising operators ,  cox is the normal  mode frequency and N is the number  of  unit cells. The polar izat ion 
vectors satisfy the or thogonal i ty  relation : 
E L*. L e0x e~, = 6xx,. (26) 
L 
In order to evaluate the interference scattering cross section [equation (21)] for the harmonic model  of  a 
crystal lattice, we first need to evaluate the thermal average given in equation (20) : 
C = (exp [iAK'/~L(T)] exp [ -  iKr" RL(/)] exp (i/~i" RL))T 
using the following two identities : 
e A e B e c = exp {A + B + C +  ½[A, B] + ½ [A, C] + ½[B, C]}, (27) 
(eQ)T = exp [~(Q2)T], (28) 
where the double and higher commuta tors  are zero for harmonic oscil lator coordinates,  the thermal average 
can be written as : 
(exp  [iAR" RL(T)] exp [ -  iRf" RL(t)] exp (iK~. RD)T = exp {½[AR" R (T), Rr" RL(t)] -- ½ [AR- RL(T), R~- RL(t)] 
+ ½[Rr"/~L(t), R~-/~L] -- ½ ([AK"/~z(T) - - R  r" RL(t) +/~i ° RL] 2)V} - (29) 
Now we can calculate each term on the RHS of  equation (29) using equations (23), (25), (26) and the 
following relation : 
( a + a ) x +  (aa + )V = coth ~ ,  (30) 
Z 
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-- (Ki" e~a) + (gf eo,~) (Kf e~a) -- (Ki" eq~) (gf" e0ra)] C = e x p  4N-MLm~ {[(/(i'e~'t) - L" - .  L - .  L* 
x (e-#,/2 +ea,/2)_(~ i. L - .  L*  ito~t L*  e~.0(K~ e,i,0e eP"~-(/~'e~.0(gf'e~:0e-':e -p':~ 
-- L* -- e iwaT e - B ' / 2  + (AK" eo~) (K," eo~) + (AK-e~) (/(, - e ~ ; ) e - " :  e #'/: 
-(Rr.e~x)(AR.et~'a)e~°~(r-Oe-#'/2-(Kr.e~-:)(AK.e~-~)e-"a(r-Oe"/~}csch(~-~)}. 
Let us define the usual generalized phonon frequency distribution function : 
1 c G~(E) = ~ ~ e~x" e~.~ 6 [ e -  hcox(#)], E > 0. 
Using equations (32) and (31) and after some algebra, we get: 
C = exp {[Zr(t) +zr£ a (T, t)] - [z~a(T) +z~(0)  + z~(0) -zL(0)]} = e -a(r''), 
where we defined the following : 
h 2 ~+~ dE - - L ~2 
z~(O) = ~ J-oo ~ -gi~'xirG'r(E) em/ csch2' 
h 2 f~d, - - -  L 2 f i e  
zi(0) = ~ 4 - ~ L  ,o ~ Kr''xf~G'v(Oe~'/ csch~-,  
h 2 f_~code - - L °,/2 fie 
z L ( 0 ) = ~ 4 - ~ c  . T Ki''KrrG'~(E)e" csch T ,  
E": f~'d'~'~-~"'":'-"'"'csch@, 
zp(T) ~ ~ e -i'(r/n) = - -  Kie AKrG,r(E) e a'/2 csch , 
co  
hE ~+~°dE~r.A~,,G,,(Qe#,/~e_i,t,v_,)/~lcsch~ z~(r)  = ~ T 
and 
7(T, t) = Jo E- ~ GZ(e) + (L2ML 
h:K~: h:g, .£f h : g , . £  a 
2ML 2ML 2ML cos 
h:/~i " A/(" ET 
+ - - c o s  
2ML h 
h2/~r'A/( e(r--t)] ., fie 
2ML COS ~ f f - - - - J  corn ~- 
.Fh: / (~ ' /~r .  et h : R i ' A / ( ,  e r  h : / ( r ' A R ,  e(T-t)]] 
+ ' L ~ U / s ' n ~  2M, s , n ~ -  + ~ s l n ~ - - j ) ,  
For short collision times and for crystals with cubic symmetry, we can expand y(T, t) as: 
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1 i~ ~ eft L fl~rfl = 2 ~v E de coth--2 ~ G~(e) (42) 
and fl ~ is the real temperature in energy units. 
Equat ion (41) is identical in form to equation (22) which has been derived for an ideal gas. However,  
equation (41) has an effective temperature. Based on this, it is clear that the interference scattering can be 
treated using an ideal gas result with effective temperature, fl, fr ~ is the usual effective temperature in energy 
units determined by the crystal phonon spectrum, as has been previously defined by Lamb (1939), Koppel  and 
Hous ton  (1968) for resonant absorption, and Shamaoun and Summerfield (1990) for resonant scattering. 
CONCLUSIONS 
For  resonant neutron processes, the interference differential scattering cross section can be written in terms 
of  a three-point correlation function. This function was evaluated for ideal gas and harmonic crystal models. 
It was shown that for short collision times the expansion of  ?(T, t) gave a similar result to the ideal gas 
(22). However,  the harmonic crystal result has an effective temperature (which is the same as the one that was 
found in resonant scattering and absorption). Therefore, the interference scattering cross section can be treated 
using the ideal gas result with effective temperature. What  this also means is that there is no anomalous 
chemical binding effect for the interference scattering to explain the unusual results found in some earlier 
experiments (Tsang and Brugger, 1979, 1980). 
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